
Hazardous Duty 
 

All commissioned peace officers employed as police officers at state institutions of higher education and forest 

rangers of the Texas Forest Service are in hazardous duty positions.  These positions are entitled to hazardous duty 

pay of $10.00 per month for each year of service as an employee of the state, up to a maximum monthly payment of 

$300.  Hazardous Duty Pay does not begin until an employee has completed one year (12months) of hazardous duty 

service.  State service credited for hazardous duty pay may be transferred as months of service for longevity pay if 

the employee moves to a position that does not qualify as a hazardous duty position.  The employee’s longevity pay 

is based on the total number of years worked for the state, including years in a hazardous duty position.  An 

employee who receives longevity pay and transfers to a hazardous duty position will receive hazardous duty pay 

based on the number of years in the position requiring that duty. The employee will continue to receive longevity 

pay based on years worked in the non-hazardous duty position.  

 

Once an employee is eligible (or even before, if the payroll work station desires to add the record as early as the time 

the employee is first employed, to make sure that the payment is not overlooked when he completes 12 months 

service), an entry should be made to include the data necessary to build a source record on the payroll to be 

processed.  The payroll work stations will use Screen 324 to enter their hazard duty payroll items into the BPP 

System.  Screen 324 will allow adds, changes and deletions of hazard duty payroll items. 

 

The batch (BP5001) process already in place will remain unchanged.  Hazard duty payroll items will only be 

processed on the monthly payroll and the biweekly payroll that pays longevity.  For updates to be in effect for the 

biweekly payroll the hazard duty items are processed on, they need to be entered prior to the validation/pre-

validation process for that payroll, which is usually the Friday before a Tuesday bi-weekly payroll calculation.  To 

be effective for the monthly payroll, updates need to be entered prior to the BVD2 process, which is typically two 

days prior to the monthly payroll calculation. 

 

Please review your next BP5001 – Hazardous Duty Pay Report carefully and use Screen 324 to make any changes 

necessary.  Payroll offices can request access to the screen by emailing the appropriate BPP IDs to bpp-

prod@tamu.edu. 
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